LIMITED ENROLLMENT CLASSES
SPRING 2009

Elective Type:  
PE = PROGRAM ELECTIVE, H = HISTORY, TH = THEORY, PLN = PLANNING ELECTIVE

Grad Concentr:  
UD – URBAN DESIGN, C/S – CULTURAL/SACRED, DIG – DIGITAL MEDIA, DT – DESIGN TECH.,
RE – REAL ESTATE

Availability:  
U - class open only to Undergraduate students only
G - class open only to graduate students – M.Arch/MSSD/MCRP/MSAS
U/G - class open to both Graduate and Undergraduate Students

Asterisk (*)  
Written authorization by the instructor is required. Get before seeing Mrs. Strain-Scott.

ARCH 261-01 DIGITAL CONST. DOCS TBA 15 PE U
ARCH 510 RELIGIOUS SPACE GICK 30 PE G C/S
ARCH 513A GAME DESIGN & ARCH. TOTTEN 20 PE U/G DIG
ARCH 514 BASIC DIGITAL VISUALIZATIONS VARGAS 0 PE U/G DIG
ARCH 526A LOW RISE FRAMING SYSTEMS BARROWS 20 PE U/G
ARCH 533 MATERIAL MATTERS GEISS 30 PE U/G
ARCH 535 DESIGN-BUILD PRACTICUM TBA 18 PE U/G
ARCH 550 SPIRIT OF PLACE PRICE 24 PE U/G
ARCH 554 ORIENTAL LANDSCAPE & CULTURE MILLER 30 H/TH/PE U/G
ARCH 566 MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT LEVINE 12 PLN/PE U/G
ARCH 567 HISTORY & THEORY OF URBAN FORM TBA 20 PE/TH U/G UD
ARCH 570 DRAWING AS VISUALIZATION KABRIEL 30 PE U/G
ARCH 571 ADVANCED VISUAL TOOLS VARGAS 20 PE U/G DIG
ARCH 573 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ARCH. THEORY MORSHED 20 H/TH/PE G
ARCH 574 UFS HISTORY/THEORY-ROME GURECKAS * H/TH/PE U
ARCH 575 UFS HISTORY/THEORY-BARCELONA COLE * H/TH/PE U
ARCH 576 UFS FIELD TRIPS-ROME GURECKAS * H/TH/PE U
ARCH 577 UFS FIELD TRIPS-BARCELONA COLE * H/TH/PE U
ARCH 584 UFS ITALIAN-ROME GURECKAS * U
ARCH 585 UFS ITALIAN-BARCELONA COLE * U
ARCH 586 CONST. MANAGEMENT FOR ARCH MARTIN 20 PE U/G
ARCH 587 REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MEANY 30 PE/PLN U/G RE
ARCH 612 INTRO. TO PARAMETRIC MODELING TBA 12 PE G DT
ARCH 617 REAL ESTATE FINANCE MEANY 30 PE/PLN G RE
ARCH 620 INTRO. TO SHAPE GRAMMARS BARRIOS 20 PE G
ARCH 626 MATERIALS & ASSEMBLIES GRECH 20 PE G MSSD
ARCH 630 ARCH. PRINCIPLES IN DEVELOPMENT TBA 30 PE G
ARCH 634 ETHICS & SCALES OF SUSTAINABILITY GRECH-EDWARDS-PUMAR 20 PE G MSSD/MCRP
ARCH 641 PLANNING TECHNIQUES I TBA 18 PE G MCRP
ARCH 643 INTRO. TO GEOGRAPHIC INFO SYSTEMS TBA 10 PE G
ARCH 661-01 COMPUTERS IN ARCH DESIGN TBA 5 PE G
ARCH 737 SYSTEMS & SIMULATION II Cho 20 PE G MSSD

ADDITIONAL ELECTIVES:
CE 581 PRACTICING CONSTRUCTION LAW PE/P/T U/G
CE 587 ESTIMATING AND BIDDING PE/P/T U/G
CE 588 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT PE/P/T U/G